One Solution. Three Integrated Services

- End-to-end Encryption
- High Performance Elliptical Curve Cryptograph
- Secure Tunneling
- ‘Need-to-know’ Access control
- Challenge / Response
- No ‘Super-user’
- Split-key Recovery
- Configurable Security Policy

- Integrated Secure Messaging
- Integrated Secure Chat
- Auto-Notification
- Notes
- Tasks
- Presence Detection

Document Management

Collaboration

End-to-end Security

All the Security You Need

Corporate Firewall

All locally stored data transparently encrypted

Internal Laptop

Internal Desktop

CipherShare Server

Internet

Remote Employee

Third Party

Mobile Employee

All server data transparently encrypted

All transmitted data transparently encrypted

LAN

Wireless Node

- Securely logon from anywhere in the world
- Profiles make logging simple and easy
- Securely encrypt all communication
- Securely encrypt all centrally and locally stored files

One Simple-to-use Interface

- Single integrated interface for file sharing, messaging & chat
- Secure messaging behaves like standard email, but with end-to-end encryption
- Securely access your files quickly and easily by attribute
- Store your files and documents in a folder structure that makes sense to you
Advanced Features. Advanced Ease-of-use.

- Easily and securely access sensitive files.
- Automatically "lock" shared files to prevent editing conflicts.
- Securely work with files the way you normally do.
- Files can be any format, or any size.

Sharing is as simple as 1, 2, 3

- Share quickly with large groups through Share Groups.
- Easily verify user identity.
- Set access permissions to read, author or manager.

Audit auditmatically.
Integrated Secure Messaging

- Send secure messages to all or some of your workgroup.
- Secure messaging works just like your email client.
- Use the embedded spell checker.
- Add a read receipt to be notified when a message has been retrieved.

Integrated Secure Chat

- Presence detection tells you who’s on-line.
- Chat privately with selected users only.
- All chat histories can be securely maintained for future reference.
- All chat sessions are fully secured.